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“The last mile is a thorn in the side of e-commerce retailers … new retail, old logistics.”
In the Black -  Leadership, Strategy, Business
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Introduction

*All statistics and metrics relate to combined Canada & US markets, unless otherwise specified.  All values are in US dollars unless otherwise specified

Important Disclosures

Issuer:             PUDO Inc. (the “Company” or “PUDO”) is a publicly traded company
• Public disclosures and financial information available at www.SEDAR.com
• The Company’s fiscal year end is February 28

Listing:            PUDO is Listed in Canada on the CSE - Ticker: PDO
           PUDO is Listed in the U.S. on the OTC - Ticker: PDPTF
           Total Issued & Outstanding Shares at June 17, 2019: 19,572,823

Auditor:            Grant Thornton, LLC
Legal Counsel:            CAD: WeirFoulds, LLP / US: Warshaw Burstein, LLP 
Placement Advisors:            Panamax Capital, LLC and Magstar Capital, LLC

This presentation and the information contained herein, is being furnished to you on a confidential basis in connection with your consideration and evaluation of a potential transaction with PUDO Inc. (the “Company” or “PUDO”). This presentation is being furnished solely to 
those parties who have requested such information from PUDO, or its placement advisors, Panamax Capital, LLC (“Panamax”) and Magstar Capital, LLC (“Magstar”, and together with Panamax (the “Advisors”). The information communicated via this presentation (or any 
supplements or attachments hereto) is proprietary and/or confidential and intended for the use of the recipient only. If you are not the intended recipient of this document (or a person responsible for delivering such document to the intended recipient), you are hereby notified 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution, as the case may be, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of the information contained in this document is strictly prohibited. If you have received this document in error or are not the named addressee, please notify 
PUDO or the Advisors, and immediately destroy this document. 


The information contained herein has been prepared solely for informational purposes only. This document contains information about investment opportunities that you have requested which are not intended for or available to certain investors in certain jurisdictions. 
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Any offer or solicitation must be made only by means of delivery of subscription or other definitive agreements provided by PUDO. Prospective 
investors, including non-U.S. investors, should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and tax consequences within the countries of their citizenship, residence, domicile and place of business with respect to the acquisition, holding or disposal of securities, 
and any foreign exchange restrictions that may be relevant thereto. Any decision to invest in securities should be made only after reviewing the offering materials and consulting the investors’ own legal, accounting, and tax advisors in order to make an independent 
determination of the suitability of participating in such investment.


Forward Looking Statements 
Information in this presentation (the “Presentation”) that is not current or historical factual information may constitute forward-looking information within the meaning of securities laws, such as statements regarding estimated revenues from new contracts, increased 
parcel volume and possible future expansions of PUDO’s operations. This information is based on current expectations and assumptions of management, including assumptions concerning PUDO’s ability to integrate its new customers into its network and 
successfully execute on its new and existing contracts. The use of any of the words "anticipate", "believe", "expect", "plan", "intend", "can", "will", "should", and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements, but the absence of these words 
does not mean that a statement is not a forward-looking statement. 

Since forward-looking statements are based on assumptions and address future events and conditions, by their very nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Risks, uncertainties, and other factors involved with forward-looking information could cause 
actual events, results, performance, prospects, and opportunities to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking information. Although the Company believes that the expectations and assumptions on which the forward-looking 
statements are based are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking statements because the Company can give no assurance that they will prove to be correct. 
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Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of the risk factors set forth herein and included elsewhere in this Presentation. Risk factors that could cause actual results to differ 
materially from such forward-looking information include, without limitation, uncertainties with respect to service implementation, the ability of the Company to successfully expand operations and market share, changes in law or regulations, or a 
failure to comply with laws and regulations, the loss of our directors and officers and other key personnel, the inability to obtain additional financing to fund operations and/or growth of the Company’s business, changes in general economic, 
market, or business conditions, and those risks set out in the Company's public documents filed on SEDAR. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of risk factors should not be construed as exhaustive.

This Presentation, in particular the information in respect of estimated revenues, may contain future-oriented financial information or financial outlook within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Such future-oriented financial information or 
financial outlook has been prepared for the purpose of providing information about management’s reasonable expectations as to the anticipated results of its proposed business activities. Readers are cautioned that reliance on such information 
may not be appropriate for other purposes.

The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation are made as of the date hereof and the Company undertakes no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or information, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise, unless so required by law. 
Any forward-looking information included in this Presentation is expressly qualified by this cautionary statement, and except as otherwise indicated, is made as of the date of this Presentation. The Company does not assume or undertake any 
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements or departures from them, except as required by applicable law. New factors emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for our management to predict all such factors and to 
assess in advance the impact of each such factor on the business of the Company or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement.


Use of Market and Industry Data 
This Presentation includes market and industry data that has been obtained from third party sources, including third-party consultants, industry publications, as well as industry data prepared by the Company’s management on the basis of its 
knowledge of and experience in the industry in which the Company operates (including management’s estimates and assumptions relating to the industry based on that knowledge). Management’s knowledge of the industry has been developed 
through its industry experience and participation. Management believes that its industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable, but there is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Third 
party sources generally state that the information contained therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of included information. Although believed to be reliable, 
the Company’s management has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this Presentation or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon by such sources.


Purchaser’s Statutory Rights 
For the purposes of the following, a “misrepresentation” means an untrue statement of a material fact, or an omission to state a material fact that is required to be stated, or that is necessary to make a statement not misleading in the light of the 
circumstances in which it was made.


If we deliver this Presentation (including any amendment thereto) to a purchaser in Ontario in connection with a distribution of securities and it contains a misrepresentation at the time of purchase, the purchaser will be deemed to have relied 
upon the misrepresentation and will have a statutory right of action against the Company and any selling security holder for damages or, alternatively, if the purchaser is still the owner of the securities, for rescission. If the purchaser elects to 
exercise the right of rescission, the purchaser will have no right of action for damages. This right of action is subject to the following limitations: 


• the right of action for rescission will be exercisable by a purchaser only if the purchaser gives notice to the defendant, not more than 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action, that the purchaser is 
exercising this right; or, in the case of any action other than an action for rescission, the earlier of: (i) 180 days after the plaintiff first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action, or (ii) three years after the date of the transaction 
that gave rise to the cause of action;


• no person or company will be liable if it proves that the purchaser acquired the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation;

• in the case of an action for damages, the defendant will not be liable for all or any portion of the damages that it proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon; and

• in no case will the amount recoverable in any action exceed the price at which the securities were offered under this Presentation.


Where the Presentation is delivered to a purchaser to whom securities are distributed in reliance on the exemption from the prospectus requirements in section 2.3 of National Instrument 45-106 - Prospectus Exemptions (the “accredited investor” 
exemption), this right of action is applicable unless the purchaser is: (a) a Canadian financial institution, meaning either: (i) an association governed by the Cooperative Credit Associations Act (Canada) or a central cooperative credit society for 
which an order has been made under that Act, or (ii) a bank, loan corporation, trust company, trust corporation, insurance company, treasury branch, credit union, caisse populaire, financial services corporation, or league that, in each case, is 
authorized by an enactment of Canada or a jurisdiction of Canada to carry on business in Canada or a jurisdiction of Canada;  (b) a Schedule III bank, meaning an authorized foreign bank named in Schedule III of the Bank Act (Canada);  (c) the 
Business Development Bank of Canada incorporated under the Business Development Bank of Canada Act (Canada); or  (d) a subsidiary of any person referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c), if the person owns all of the voting securities of the 
subsidiary, except the voting securities required by law to be owned by the directors of the subsidiary.  

AN	 INVESTMENT	 IN	THESE	SECURITIES	 INVOLVES	A	SIGNIFICANT	DEGREE	OF	RISK.	 INVESTORS	COULD	LOSE	SOME	OR	ALL	OF	THEIR	ENTIRE	 INVESTMENT.	SUCH	 INVESTMENTS	ARE	SUITABLE	ONLY	FOR	PERSONS	WHO	ARE	ABLE	TO	BEAR	THE	FINANCIAL	RISKS	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	 SUCH	AN	 INVESTMENT.	 PROSPECTIVE	 INVESTORS	 SHOULD	CAREFULLY	CONSIDER	THESE	RISKS	BEFORE	 INVESTING.	 THE	ADVISORS	ARE	ACTING	AS	 FINANCIAL	ADVISORS	AND/OR	PLACEMENT	AGENTS	 TO	THE	COMPANY	AND	WILL	RECEIVE	
COMPENSATION	FROM	THE	COMPANY	AS	CONSIDERATION	FOR	SUCH	SERVICES.	THE	ADVISORS	AND/OR	AFFILIATES	OR	PRINCIPALS	OF	ADVISORS	MAY	ALSO	HOLD	POSITIONS	IN	AND/OR	ENGAGE	IN	INVESTMENT	BANKING	OR	OTHER	INVESTMENT	TRANSACTIONS	
WITH	THE	COMPANY.	MAGSTAR	CAPITAL	AND	PANAMAX	CAPITAL	ARE	ADVISORS	TO	PUDO.		BROKER	DEALER	SERVICES	PROVIDED	THROUGH	PARTNER	CAPITAL	GROUP,	LLC	(MEMBER	FINRA/SIPC)	AND	MAGSTAR	CAPITAL,	LLC	(MEMBER	FINRA/SIPC).
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Billions of e-commerce parcels worth $2.3T*	annually, traverse 
the planet efficiently and economically — until, they hit the last-mile 
that consumes 53%** of costs to ship, and exposes $722B† losses.   

A Canadian-based logistics technology company has 
quietly conceived and built North America’s only scalable, bi-
directional, carrier neutral, new logistics network to resolve the 
last mile gridlock that is crippling e-commerce giants. And the 
giants are joining.

Networking just 1% of North America’s $473B*** e-commerce 
market, estimated at roughly 7B*† parcels annually could 
realize PUDO +$400M*† in potential gross revenues.

As gridlock grows, so too grows PUDO potential. all annual
*Statista  

**Honeywell 2016 
***US Dept Commerce /  Retail Council Canada  

*†PUDO - based on unit average gross revenues
†multiple sources, see next slide for breakdown - annual

Market Opportunity
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*Multiple sources  **Shopify  ***Global Data 

Online Retail’s Ticking Time Bomb
For e-commerce, the ticking time bomb is ‘last-mile gridlock’ — the much publicized inability of online 
retailers and logistics to put parcels into the hands of consignees and/or manage parcel returns cost-
effectively and efficiently in that short but perilously complex ‘last mile’ between local warehouses and/or 
fulfillment centres and consignee addresses.  Already, last-mile costs consume 53% of total costs to ship; 
escalating exponentially on explosive growth. The three primary causes and complexities of last-mile gridlock are:

• NOBODY HOME to receive parcels (35% of the time*, $166B exposure)
• RETURNS - 3X higher for online purchases than in-store ($550B by 2020**); 

friction triggers unsellable overstock, brand degradation, insidious losses
• UNATTENDED PARCEL THEFT ($5.6B annually affecting 20% of consumers***)

“Last-mile logistics planners need to accept the new reality of internet shopping because it’s only going to 
keep growing … logistics must move closer to the customer with multi-tiered systems.”

Matthias Winkenbach, MIT Research Scientist

“The last mile is the expensive mile. Figure out a way to reduce it, and you improve the bottom line.”
Patrick Browne, UPS Director Global Sustainability

“The "last mile" is a thorn in the side of e-commerce retailers … new retail, old logistics.”
In the Black -  Leadership, Strategy, Business
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Opportunity

2018 was the 9th consecutive year of double-digit 
e-commerce growth: gaining 18% globally, 15% in US

Couriers systems built and streamlined for business-to-
business delivery have been forced into residential service.

Postal services constructed two centuries ago to deliver mail 
are being forced into parcel services.

Across all verticals, residential parcel delivery and return 
systems are failing to meet customer expectations,  inhibiting e-
commerce propagation.  The crisis is systemic.

PUDO Network solution resolves systemic gridlock
• easy and convenient for consumers
• time & money saving for retail & logistics

Gaining Traction

Never Miss 
A Delivery

Hassle-Free 
Returns

PUDO is uniquely equipped and positioned to resolve 
last-mile parcel delivery & return gridlock.“If I had asked people what they wanted – 

they would have said faster horses.”
Henry Ford

Networking just 1% of North America’s $473B* e-commerce 
market, estimated at roughly 7B* parcels annually, could realize 

PUDO +$400M** in potential gross revenues.

Working with all supply chain stakeholders within the North 
American e-commerce ecosystem, PUDO has designed a plug-
and-play, parcel-traffic-control networked technology solution that 
is courier-neutral, bi-directional, sustainable, affordable, and scales 
free to consumers. Gaining traction quickly with major players.

�6
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PUDO – How it Works
PUDO is not a courier – PUDO technology connects stakeholders in new and efficient ways

Existing bricks-and-mortar convenience 
type stores fly the PUDO flag and are 

already located near where consumers 
live/work/learn/play/vacation. Stores are 

paid per-parcel and benefit from 
additional foot traffic.

Existing storefronts
PUDO’s technology is plug-and-play for 
desktops and mobile checkouts. Parcels 
can be re-directed by any courier when a 
consumer isn’t home, or a consumer can 

choose PUDO directly from within 
integrated shopping carts.

Integration

As each link in the chain adopts PUDO technology…
• Delivery time, friction, liability, costs – decrease exponentially
• Efficiency, convenience, brand, loyalty, profits – increase exponentially 

PUDO’s technology creates a fluid, data-
driven network of storefront counters, 
transportation companies, fulfillment 

centers and retailers. Consumers 
retrieve parcels, or drop off  returns, 

nearby & hassle-free.

Technology Company
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solutionproblem   people  

100+ years of logistics  
expertise, intelligence,  
& disruptive innovation
working together with

all stakeholders

Create the only asset-light  
carrier-neutral Network

solution for logistics  
in North America.
Problem solved

Crisis level gridlock  
throughout the e-commerce  
ecosystem, searching for  

simple time & money saving
 solution for consumers & logistics

revenue  

$473B North American e-commerce market/7B parcels annually, representing a 
potential revenue opportunity in excess of +$400M annually (1% of parcels) 

Strong Fundamentals
A monetizable solution to a systemic problem of global proportions can only be a good idea

Generate fees 
from all players in the 

ecosystem, exponentially
as the Network expands

vertically and laterally

+ + =
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• 25M e-commerce parcels shipped daily;
35% (8.7M parcels) undeliverable, on 
first attempt.  Why?
• 46% dwellings are apartment style, 

not accessible by couriers†* 

• 70% households dual-income†*, 
therefore often empty; owners mobile 

• Increasingly, businesses refusing 
personal courier deliveries at work

• Campus residences inaccessible

• 30% of online purchases are returned:
• 3X the in-store purchase average
• broken returns logistics lead to huge  

losses & stale-dated stock disposal
• 4B lbs new clothing annually to landfill††

• Reverse logistics system failing:
• Cumbersome and costly
• Barrier to e-commerce conversion
• Consumer loyalty losses for retailers

6%
4%

37%
53%

Last Mile Line Haul Collection Sorting

Source: Honeywell, 2016

Share of Delivery Costs, by Part of Journey

52% of Consumers
are looking for alternate delivery and return solutions*

*UPS Pulse of the Online Shopper 2017   †*Stats Canada  
** Multiple Sources   *** Ring Study/CNBC   †Globaldata		††Forbes	US	alone

• 35% of the time, no one is home to meet 
the courier resulting in failed first attempt** 

• 50% of failed first attempt deliveries lead 
to doorstep drops (parcels left unattended)** 

• Doorstep drops lead to spoilage and 
epidemic high-value parcel theft†

• 20% of US homeowners lost parcels 2017: 
$5.6B value. Average, 2.6 parcels each†

100% unsustainable

$5.6B Unattended Parcel Theft Many Unhappy ReturnsDemographics Drive Gridlock



Only PUDO Ticks All Of The Boxes
Big players create big headlines, but contribute nothing to resolving gridlock.

Postal	Delivery Postal	Counter Courier	Service Courier	Depot Remote	Entry Lockers Uber	Model Indie	Drivers Delivery	Drones PUDO

Ensure	someone	to	accept	delivery	all	day	every	day ✔ ✔ ✔

Ensure	access	by	any	courier	or	delivery	service ✔

Ensure	hassle-free	returns ✔

Ensure	that	missed	deliveries	are	held	for	pick-up ✔ ✔ ✔

Ensure	parcels	not	stolen	from	consignee	address ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Ensure	access	by	any	retailer	or	marketplace ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Ensure	early/late	parcel	pick-up	&return ✔

Ensure	weekend	parcel	pick-up	&	return ✔

Ensure	residential	address	anonymity	&	privacy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Ensure	secure	storage	of		goods	subject	to	spoilage ✔ ✔

Ensure	age	&	identity	confirmation	on	receipt ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Ensure	SMS	or	email	alerts	re	parcel	pick-up	status ✔

Ensure	consignee	choice	of	delivery	methods ✔

Ensure	lowest	cost	delivery	method ✔

Ensure	best-price	delivery/pick-up	via	consolidation ✔

Ensure	multiple	retailer	consolidation	pricing ✔

Ensure	possibility	of	value-added	service	at	pick-up ✔
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WHICH PLAYERS RESOLVE LAST-MILE ISSUES CONTRIBUTING TO GRIDLOCK?
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How PUDO Makes Money
Causes and chaos within e-commerce gridlock create major revenue generating opportunities

Tr
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Courier cannot deliver parcel  
and they cannot leave it 

unattended, so they re-direct 
the shipment to a PUDOpoint
near the consumer address

PUDO	receives	the	parcel	at	
their	PUDOpoint	counter	and	
gets	paid	to	hold	it	for	pick-up

Consumer	picks-up	the	
parcel	from	the	PUDOpoint	

counter	at	their	convenience	🙂

Consumer receives a return 
merchandise authorization (RMA) 

from retailer; then in retailer’s 
returns portal selects a 

PUDOpoint for parcel drop-off

PUDO	get	paid	to	receive	the	
parcel	and	arrange	for	its	
transportation	to	a	regional		

cross	dock	for	sorting	

Cross	dock	sorts	the	parcel	and	
arranges	shipping	back	to	 

retailer	or	distribution	center

The	parcel	returns	to	the	supply	
chain	for	re-direct,	re-stocking,		

re-sale	or	recycling	🙂

Consumer	picks-up	the	
parcel	from	the	PUDOpoint	

counter	at	their	convenience	🙂

Consumer	or	other	couriers	  
pick-up	the	parcel	from	the	

PUDOpoint	at	their	convenience	🙂

PUDOpoint is chosen:
• by consumer at check-out, or
• by Networked software as a 

hand-off point for forwarding

PUDO	gets	paid	to	arrange 
for	parcel	transportation	from	
the	distribution	center	to	the	
chosen	PUDOpoint,	and	to		
hold	the	parcel	for	pick-up

Direct to PUDO
PUDO consumer members choose 

a PUDOpoint as their ‘ship to’ 
home-away-from-home

address, on any retail check-out

PUDO	receives	the	parcel	at	
their	PUDOpoint	counter	and	
gets	paid	to	hold	it	for	pick-up

NOBODY HOME RETURNS NETWORK DIRECTED MEMBER DIRECTED
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The Entire Ecosystem Needs PUDO
Today’s e-commerce ecosystem includes new and old players all struggling to utilize old constructs, systems and 

technology to manage new demographics, behaviours, capacity and expectations.  PUDO’s new Network and technology 
deliver efficiencies, time and cost savings, and convenience to all stakeholders, all of whom are potential PUDO customers. 

• Online shoppers
• SOHO businesses
• Communities
• Chain & independent convenience stores

Consumers & CommunitiesRetailers & Manufacturers
• Fulfillment centers
• Transportation companies
• Traditional couriers
• Local gig-based couriers

Fulfillment & Couriers 
• Omni-channel retailers
• Bricks and mortar retailers
• Online-only retailers
• Online marketplaces

Plug and Play.  Pay as you go.
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One Ultimate Networked Solution
PUDO’s solution reduces friction, increases margins and direct-to-consumer online sales

* UPS Pulse of the Online Shopper 2017; †Euromonitor	International		2017

Online consumers in the UK select a  
PUDO-like collect option at checkout.†34%Online consumers rate free return shipping 

as an important purchase consideration*79%Online consumers asking for alternate 
shipping locations*52%

• Satisfied customers – never miss a delivery
• Integrating a hassle-free returns partner increases sales and customer loyalty
• PUDOpoint delivery is less expensive than residential delivery

• Solution for age and identity required deliverables
• Eliminate spoilage – PUDOpoints have safe and secure, room temperature storage
• Solution to door-step theft; eliminates replacement cost and losses
• PUDO’s robust data analytics enables retailers to optimize logistics efficiencies and costs

Exponential & consistent Network growth will create the new normal for logistics

�13�13
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Harness Existing Bricks & Mortar; Utilize Unused Counter Capacity
Thousands of convenience stores across Canada and US have already registered to be activated as PUDOpoints; a mix of well-run 
independent stores and chains/franchises. There are more than 165,000 convenience stores throughout North America.   Convenience stores 
are near consumers, have short lines, and require increased foot traffic. PUDO’s growth plan, places a PUDOpoint less than two miles 
from >80% of the population.

 

Strategic activation of PUDOpoints relies on providing sufficient parcel volume to ensure the counter operators’ consistent familiarity with 
PUDO’s services, systems and processes. Parcel volume maintenance relies on analyzing geo-specific parcel traffic analytics and data, 
system testing and strategic partnerships with fulfillment centers and national carriers. After months of research, testing and technology 
upgrades internally and with industry partners, PUDO has developed the right solution and partnerships to support network expansion.

When the PUDOpoint Network is established near online shoppers, PUDO’s appeal broadens exponentially.  Stakeholders from all verticals 
can leverage PUDO convenience and cost savings of up to 50%. Early adopters of PUDO technology now include e-commerce fulfillment and 
software-as-a-service companies whose retailers were searching for and found more efficiency and choice.

Scaling the Network
How did we attract parcels without a Network?  How did we build a Network without parcels?

PUDO can activate more than 100 PUDOpoints per week
Chicken & Egg Problem Solved
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Growing the Network
Using Canadian success as a template for expansion into major US markets† 
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U.S. Expansion Strategy 

15 Key Markets

Seattle

San Francisco

Los Angeles
Miami

Las Vegas

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

Chicago

Austin

Dallas

Houston

Atlanta

Phoenix

Washington DC

• Activated PUDOpoints (CAD&US) - receiving/returning parcels.• Registered PUDOpoints (CAD) - pending activation post-funding• Registered PUDOpoints (US) - pending activation post addt’l funding

The initial PUDO US expansion strategy will involve 15 major 
markets where courier and client partners are already entrenched, 
handling 260 million parcels annually (one million parcels daily)***

Based on network growth and financial success in key Canadian markets, and beta success in select US test markets, PUDO plans 
to pursue disciplined Canadian expansion, followed by expansion into key US markets. E-commerce parcel volumes in the US are 
23 times higher than in Canada ($453B and $20B respectively).  North American e-commerce exceeds $473B currently; projected 
to reach $750B* by 2021. Networking just 1% of the current market could generate +$400M in gross revenue for PUDO**. 

$453B US

$20B Canada
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Experienced & Proven Management Team

• Kurtis Arnold - CEO   Kurtis started a career in air traffic control at Canada's busiest airport. The final years of his career 
were spent leading a major project designed to reduce the costs for airlines while increasing system capacity. 
Accomplishing this goal involved working with many stakeholders including international air traffic organizations, Canadian 
and USA militaries, and accommodating varying interests and capabilities of the airlines. After a successful 
implementation, Kurtis started looking for other challenges; joining PUDO first as a board member, then as CEO just over 
one year ago. His experience bringing together different perspectives and interests has led to positive changes in how 
PUDO approaches the market, and has led the company to find new opportunities with global 3PL and SaaS companies 
looking for a different approach to addressing problems with the last mile.

• Matt McDonough - COO  Twenty-five plus years in the transportation and logistics industry.  Formally Managing Director 
of TNT Express's North & Central American Business Unit where he grew the unit from $45 million to $110 million in just 
seven years. Prior to that role, also at TNT, Matt was Vice President Operations Americas Region, where he gained 
extensive experience running operations across the vast geography of the western hemisphere.  As a former Lieutenant in 
the US Navy, Matt's engineering experience brings trademark discipline to the business of logistics and PUDO.

• Frank Coccia - CSO  More than 40 years experience building hyper-efficient niche courier systems in Canada and 
Europe, plus repeated successes in banking, legal, optical and travel, fueled Frank’s vision of applying hyper-efficiencies 
to the omni-channel retail sector through the development of PUDO systems similar to those in the UK and Europe.

• Doug Baker - CFO  US-based CPA experienced in growth-focussed public companies and startups.  Doug manages 
compliance and disclosures for dual-listed PUDO.

• John Clarke - VP Sales & Marketing  Major account and business development experience leading projects such as 
developing autotrader.ca, institutional sales for Google Canada, and sales and marketing for InPost - a global parcel locker 
player that recently ceased operations in Canada.

• Chris McMullen - Finance Consultant  CPA with background in IT systems and transactional businesses, whose 
expertise is particularly suited to helping PUDO refine, develop and manage KPIs, systems and accounting policies. 
Instrumental in business and expansion planning. Former CFO, Livingston International.

100+ Years of Logistics Expertise, Innovation & Intelligence
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Positioned for Success

• PUDO is a generic term, already entrenched in Europe, comprising tens of thousands of locations 
and millions of consumer, retailer, fulfillment and courier members across 13 countries.

• In Europe 34% of online orders are consumer-directed to pick-up/return points. This ‘click & collect’ 
option is ubiquitous in online checkouts.*

• In North America currently, counter networks are courier-owned closed systems, preventing them 
from connecting innovative solutions and transportation partners like those proven in Europe.

• The PUDO Network provides an open, carrier-neutral ecosystem; a virtual consolidation of logistics 
within and to/from North America.  As first-mover, PUDO is already disrupting the e-commerce and 
traditional delivery/return ecosystems.  Proven in Canada; ready to expand to the US; ready to 
provide seamless, scalable Network connectivity with e-commerce in Europe and overseas.

• Critically, PUDO can expedite and reduce the costs of international deliveries and returns: 57% of online 
shoppers surveyed in 24 countries, had shopped from an overseas website in the last six months.†

• PUDO is already partnered with and expanding services for Global leaders in; 
• Cross-border logistics and freight forwarding
• E-commerce fulfillment
• Returns management
• Direct-to-consumer signature-required and perishable goods distribution

Networked parcel delivery & return is inevitable in North America and PUDO is first mover

* Barclay’s report, 2017; †Forbes
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Contact

Kurtis Arnold
CEO
PUDO Inc.
kurtis.arnold@PUDOpoint.com
647.272.2887
Toronto, ON

Karen Speight
Investor Relations
PUDO Inc.
karen.speight@PUDOpoint.com
506.694.1250
St. John, NB  

Tom Blinten 
Managing Partner & CEO

Panamax Capital, LLC

tblinten@panamaxcapital.com

203.637.3127

Greenwich, CT

David Magli 
Managing Partner & CEO

Magstar Capital, LLC

dmagli@magstarcapital.com

224.343.2140

New York, NY
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